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I’m so ready for fall.

Truth be told- I’m over the hot, sweaty summer days. I want fresh air. I want to go outside. And I want to wear cozy clothes, boots and zippies.

I’ve chosen to surrender the cliché back to school post, and instead, talk about new stuff I’m digging for fall. Included- a little something for
everyone.

Let’s start with a cool company I came across called Janiebee. These custom nap mats are perfect for school, slumber parties, or chilling in
front of the TV. Made with gorgeous details, including a fabric tie closure and an extra think minky pillowcase, Janiebee gives children a clean
and cozy place to rest. Consider it a glamorous sleeping bag. Bright prints, designs and personalization available. Machine washable and dryer
safe, too!

What’s old is new, right? Chokers are making a comeback, and I’m all for it. Online jewelry e-boutique Sterling Forever  just launched their latest
choker collection and it’s awesome. From dainty velvet ribbons to bohemian lariats, anyone can rock this fashion trend. I actually love the black
leather choker. It’s simple, yet sophisticated.

But if you have a teether on your hands, you’ll want to check out Mama & Little. This mom-owned company noticed a need for modern,
fashionable silicone teething jewelry, and so, they debuted the first silicone hexagon-shaped bead in their jewelry line. It has since become their
signature style- I favor the plain black bracelet. The geometric collection is both trendy and safe for little teethers. (Note- jewelry is meant to be
worn as it’s not an individual teething toy.)

Oh- and I have to tell you about the cutest shoes I found on Instagram! George & Georgette has brought #twinning to a whole new level.
Created by twins, the company offers shoes that compliment each other (while not being identical).  There are a handful of styles to choose
from- my little guy looks way dapper in his green jungle kicks.

Speaking of kicks, my personal footwear obsession: Rack Room Shoes. This online shoe-buying hub is all you need to dress your feet. They
offer the hottest styles and brands for amazing prices- plus, they offer plenty of reward incentives. Most recenrly, I stocked up on everything I
need for fall. I got new Nine West dress shoes, Bearpaw Boots (no need for UGGs), and the Puma Runner. Take my word- this company
provides fast shipping, excellent customer service, and shoes the whole family will love.

Nadine Bubeck is a TV personality, author, blogger, fashion designer and blessed boy mama. 
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